
 

ESSENTIAL FRANCE
Starting From :Rs.:56500 Per Person

6 Days / 5 Nights
FRANCE

..........

Package Description
ESSENTIAL FRANCE
Paris, France's capital, is a major European city and a global center for art, fashion,
gastronomy and culture. Its 19th-century cityscape is crisscrossed by wide
boulevards and the River Seine. Beyond such landmarks as the Eiffel Tower and the
12th-century, Gothic Notre-Dame cathedral, the city is known for its cafe culture and
designer boutiques along the Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré.
..........

Itinerary
 

Day.1
Arrive in Paris

Welcome to France. Arrive at the airport and transfer to the hotel for your stay. You have rest of

day at leisure. Overnight stay in Paris.

Meals:N.A 

Day.2
Paris - Paris city tour with Eiffel Tower 2nd level & Seine River Cruise

Today after breakfast proceed for Paris city tour. Discover Paris's most famous tourist sites and

monuments on one unique tour, This tour features a visit to the 2nd floor of the Eiffel Tower with

breathtaking views of the capital, a panoramic city tour by coach, plus an hour-long boat trip along

the Seine. This comprehensive tour is the ideal way to discover Paris. Overnight stay in Paris.

Meals:N.A 

Day.3
: Paris 

Day is free for leisure & shopping. Overnight stay inParis.

Meals:N.A 

Day.4
Nice

Today after breakfast check out from hotel & proceed to Nice by TGV train. Arrive & check in at

hotel. Rest of the day is free for leisure. Overnight stay in Nice.

Meals:N.A 

Day.5
Nice -Afternoon Half Day Tour to Monaco, Monte-Carlo and Eze

This morning enjoy a lovely visit to the Village of Eze, perched high on a cliff above the
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Mediterranean Sea.After a wander around the village where every street is full of charm and

history, our tour then takes us to Monaco, for a visit to the Cathedral where Princess Grace is

buried, the Palace and for a drive along the Formula One race circuit. Of course any Monaco tour

would not be complete without a stroll around Monte-Carlo with its Casino, superb hotels and

beautiful gardens. Overnight stay in Nice. 

Meals:N.A 

Day.6
Nice- Departure

After breakfast it’s time to check out.Transfer to the airport for your onward flight or back home. 

Meals:N.A 

..........

Inclusions
*3 Nights in Paris with Breakfast .

*2 Nights in Nice with Breakfast.

*Paris tour with Eiffel Tower 2nd level & Seine River Cruise on SIC.

*Afternoon Half Day Tour to Monaco, Monte-Carlo and Eze on SIC.

*Paris Airport to hotel transfer on SIC .

*Nice hotel to airport transfer on private.

*Paris to Nice train ticket - 2nd class.

..........

Exclusions
*Airfare & Taxes.

*Visa &Insurances charges.

*Any up gradation in hotel room category.

*Any meals other than specified above.

*Any sightseeing other than mentioned above.

*Any Entrance fees or Fees for video or camera permit.

*Any item of personal nature like tips, laundry, telephone calls etc..

*GST will be applicable on total invoice.

..........

Hotel Details & Price

..........

Highlights
* Paris - Nice.

..........

Hotel Name Star Twin Sharing Child With Bed Child Without Bed

Ibis Styles Paris Bercy/ Kyriad
Bercy Vi

3 Rs.56,500 Rs.0 Rs.0

Kyriad Centre Gare / Ibis Nice
Centre Ga

3 Rs.56,500 Rs.0 Rs.0
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Sightseeing
ESSENTIAL FRANCE

..........

Terms & Conditions
*Normal Hotel Check-In Time is 14:00hrs and Check-Out Time is between 10:00-11:00hrs.

ESSENTIAL FRANCE
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